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Dear readers,
On the 28th of September, the POWTECH trade fair saw its last day and our team at the fair could
look back on their success. You can find all the details in the November edition of “Engelsmann News”.
For those of you who could not visit POWTECH, we have a tip on how you can see our new screening
machine JEL Phoenix as good as live. Last but not least, a recent user report from the feed industry
shows how animal feed can be freed from dust.

» POWTECH 2017 Draws a Record Number of Visitors
» Even Animals Prefer it Dust-Free
» Good Animation is not just for The Movies

We hope you enjoy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

POWTECH 2017 Draws a Record Number of Visitors
Despite being more international as ever before, the number of visitors is in decline - that was the bottom line for the organisers of the POWTECH 2017.
The newly designed Engelsmann booth showed no signs of this trend. In fact, the exact opposite was
true: Thanks to the large number of customers and curious visitors, the Engelsmann trade fair team
drew in a record number of visitors. It was all hands on deck at the busy event.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who visited our booth for the numerous interesting discussions and we look forward to seeing you again soon - at the latest at SOLIDS in Dortmund
in November 2018.
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Even Animals Prefer it Dust-Free
A recent user report from the feed industry shows how special screening applications help ensure an
optimal product quality for products accumulating dust. Around 80% of all mixed feed are in demand in
pellet form. A low dust content in the product is one of the most important quality characteristics for this
type of dry feed.
You can find information on how an optimal dedusting is made possible and which aspects of the
selection of a suitable screening processes play a role in a user report.
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Good Animation is not just for The Movies
Were you unable to attend POWTECH and missed the chance to see our new long-stroke screening
machine JEL Phoenix live?
Now you can catch up on lost time and thanks to 3D-Animation, you can see the function and the
various settings and configuration options of the new screening machine in detail.
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Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products
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